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1 Document purpose, scope, and limitations
This document offers the user a descriptive insight into the general purpose demodulators
available in the signal interception products of the radiomonitoring and radiolocation division
of Rohde & Schwarz.

Using this document, the user should be able to gain a deeper insight into the nature and
usage of the general purpose demodulators, with the ultimate goal of applying and using
them.

The demodulators described include those for:
 CW

 ASK2

 FSK2, FSK4, MSK

 MTONE

 F7W

 PSK (2, 4, 8, A, B)

 McFSK

 McPSK (2, 4, A, B)

 OQPSK

 QAM

Applicable parameter ranges may vary between implementations. Readers should refer to the
product specific data sheet for the correct values.

This document is populated with illustrations showing a parameter overview for each
demodulator. Regard these candor illustrations as exemplary, and not representing any
specific product.

Some useful terms / abbreviations / acronyms

 BFO – beat frequency oscillator

 BW – bandwidth

 CF – center frequency

 CFO – center frequency offset

 Hz – Hertz

 IF – intermediate frequency

 IF sample rate – the rate, expressed in samples per second, at which the signal / signal
scenario was sampled at the time of acquisition.

 IQ – in-phase and quadrature

 LSB – lower sideband
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 PLL – phase locked loop

 R&S – Rohde & Schwarz

 SNR – signal to noise ratio

 SOI – signal of interest

 USB – upper sideband

 VFO – variable frequency oscillator
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2 Further reading
Readers of this document may find further useful information in the Manual of Transmission
Methods which is automatically added to the each CA1xx Signal Analysis / Signal Processing
product installation.
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3 Demodulator basics

3.1 Signal preselection
At the front-end of each demodulator, the input scenario (IQ data) passes through a
preselector. Using some of the user supplied parameters (e.g. Frequency offset, Baud
rate, Shift), the preselector outlines the spectral segment (i.e. segment center frequency and
bandwidth) which contains the signal of interest (SOI). This is the segment on which the
demodulator operates initially.

Ideally…
 The outlined segment contains the entire scope of signal of interest
 The center frequency of the signal of interest is located as close as possible to the

center of the outlined segment.

The following figure shows a complete input scenario (IQ data), including the SOI.

Figure 1: Complete input scenario, with signal of interest marked

The following figure shows the signal scenario, extracted from the complete input scenario (IQ
data), with the SOI located ‘close’ to a 0Hz center frequency. The demodulator has to monitor
the SOI, and determine it’s true center frequency (CF). Without this true CF, satisfactory
(optimum) demodulation would not be possible.
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Figure 2: Signal scenario, containing only the signal of interest

3.2 The phase-locked-loop (PLL)
The core element of all R&S demodulators are the mechanisms which enable the
demodulator to match itself to the momentary characteristics of the input intermediate
frequency (IF) signal data.

These mechanisms are designed to:
 Reduce the influence of noise

 Identify and track the center frequency (CF) used by the signal of interest (SOI)

 Synchronize, and maintain synchronicity, with the data being transmitted in the SOI.

The device used to track CF and to maintain synchronicity is a phase locked loop. This
(software) device monitors the IF data characteristics, and produces current correction values
which, when applied, attempt to optimize the input characteristics of the demodulator, with
respect to the signal.

3.2.1 Some background

Phase-locked-loops have been around since the early 1930’s, where they were used for
instrumentation circuits, and for synchronous detection of radio signals. When realized in
conventional (‘real’) hardware, the size, cost, and instability, reduced their acceptance.
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Figure 3: Hardware phase comparator

The advent of semiconductor large scale integration eased the implementation of PLLs, as
well reducing cost, and increasing stability.
Using modeling methods, PLL functionality can be implemented in software. This is the
implementation referred to in this application note.

3.2.2 PLL basics
Phase-locked-loop mechanisms contain 4 basic elements:

 Phase detector or phase comparator generates a value representing the difference in
phase between two signal inputs.

 Low-pass filter that passes low-frequency signals but attenuates signals with
frequencies higher than the cutoff frequency.

 Variable-Frequency Oscillator (VFO), whose frequency can be varied over a wide
range

 Feedback path.

Figure 4: Phase-locked-loop – basic components

A PLL is described as ‘locked’ when the phase difference between the input value and the
feedback value is zero. In that case, the VFO exhibits no frequency changes.

3.3 PLLs in demodulation
PLLs are used in demodulation to track the center frequency of the signal of interest (SOI),
and to track the clocking frequency with which the digital transmission data is broadcast.
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3.3.1 PLL used to track the center frequency
Initially, using the value for Frequency offset supplied by the user, the estimator monitors
the characteristics of the signal scenario IQ data, and gauges true signal center frequency
offset (CFO).

This gauged-CFO is then subtracted from the current-CFO to produce a difference. This
difference is then scaled together with the user supplied Frequency offset tracking range.
The scaled difference is added to the current-CFO to produce the updated current-CFO.
This value is then used to configure the mixer operating on the incoming IQ scenario data.
The output from the mixer is the IQ signal, where the CF reflects the center frequency of the
detected signal.

The value for the user supplied Frequency offset tracking range determines both the range
within which tracking the SOI CF will operate, as well as the slew rate (rate of change) for the
tracking regulator.

Smaller values for Frequency offset tracking range will offer a smaller range as well as a
lower slew rate. This offers better regulation damping when tracking the SOI CF, at the
possible cost of reacting to changes too slowly, and thereby miss potentially vital changes in
the CF, together with the associated loss in the information quality for the demodulator.

Conversely, larger values for Frequency offset tracking range will offer a larger range with a
higher slew rate. This offers the ability to more readily track changes in the SOI CF, at the
cost of regulation damping. This may lead to regulation instability, which itself will reduce the
information quality for the demodulator.

The user has to choose an optimum value based on the requirement to ‘catch’ the beginning
of an emission (larger values for Frequency offset tracking range – typically in the case of
short time ‘burst’ emissions), or the requirement for longer-term accuracy. The former case
would apply to detecting burst emissions, where the start time and exact CF are not known in
advance. The latter case applies to ‘static’ on-air emissions, where the CF can be configured
by the user with a large level of confidence.

The output from the mixer is the IQ signal, where the CF reflects the center frequency of the
detected signal.
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Figure 5: Phase-locked-loop – tracking the center frequency

R&S Signal Classifier

The R&S Signal Classifier analyses the IF scenario to which it is applied, and determines the most
likely signal type contained, and thereby nominates a suitable demodulator.

Together with the signal type, the classifier proposes suitable parameter values with which the
relevant demodulator may be configured. These include, for example, values for Frequency offset
tracking range, Baud rate, Baud rate capture range and Baud rate tracking range.

The parameter values offered by the R&S Signal Classifier may, depending on the hosting system, be
applied automatically to the nominated demodulator.

3.3.2 PLL used to track the symbol rate
Using the value for Baud rate supplied by the demodulator user, the signal clock and sample
phase estimator monitors the incoming data, and gauges the true signal baud rate and
sample phase.

The estimated baud rate and phase are then subtracted from the current ‘tracked’ baud rate
and sample phase (initial value = user supplied Baud rate) to produce the current difference.
This is then scaled together with the user supplied Baud rate capture range (demodulator is
not locked) or Baud rate tracking range (demodulator is locked). The scaled difference is
added to the current baud rate to produce values for the ‘new’ (current) baud rate and sample
phase.

These values are then used to determine the symbols contained in the signal data.
Where the demodulator is not locked (indicated by the demodulator), then the user supplied
Baud rate capture range determines both the range within which tracking the baud rate will
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operate, as well as the slew rate (rate of change) for the tracking regulator. When the
demodulator is locked, then the user supplied Baud rate tracking range is applied.

As when tracking the CF, smaller values for the capture and tracking ranges will offer a
smaller (tolerated) range as well as a lower slew rate. The slower slew rate implies that
response to change takes place over a longer time, or better said, over a longer signal
segment. This offers better noise immunity, and so is better suited to scenarios showing an
inferior signal-to-noise-ratio.

Smaller values for the capture and tracking ranges also offer better regulation damping when
tracking the baud rate, at the possible cost of reacting to changes (too) slowly, thereby
missing potentially vital changes in the baud rate, together with the associated loss of
information quality for the demodulator.

Conversely, larger values for the baud rate capture and tracking ranges will offer a larger
(tolerated) range with a higher slew rate. The higher slew rate implies that response to
change takes place over a shorter time, or better said, over a shorter signal segment. This
exhibits inferior immunity to noise influences, and so is better suited to scenarios with a
superior signal-to-noise-ratio.

Larger values for the capture and tracking ranges also offer the ability to more readily track
changes in the baud rate, but at the cost of regulation damping. Where the signal-to-noise-
ratio decays, this may lead to regulation instability, which itself will reduce the loss of
information quality for the demodulator.

The user has to choose an optimum value based on the requirement to ‘catch’ the beginning
of an emission (larger values for Baud rate capture / tracking range – typically in the case
of short time ‘burst’ emissions), or the requirement for longer-term accuracy. The former case
would apply to detecting burst emissions, where the exact baud rate is not known in advance.
The latter case applies to ‘static’ on-air emissions, where the precise baud rate can be
configured by the user, with a large level of confidence.

Based on proprietary information, and the detected emission type, the R&S Signal Classifier,
offers its own values for Baud rate capture range and Baud rate tracking range.

The user-chosen Baud rate capture range should be selected to be ≤ the Baud rate tracking
range.

For guidelines to choosing values for Baud rate capture range and Baud rate tracking
range, see Choosing values for the parameters Frequency offset tracking range, Baud
rate capture range, and Baud rate tracking range
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Figure 6: Phase-locked-loop – tracking the symbol rate

Choosing values for the parameters Frequency offset tracking range, Baud rate capture range,
and Baud rate tracking range.

Tracking the center frequency:

The above illustration shows the center frequency tracking regulator convergence response to a step-
change of +100 Hz in the center frequency of the signal (FSK2 – 1200 baud – 1200 Hz shift). The
regulator response was plotted with different values for Fn (relates linearly to Frequency offset
tracking range). The response shows instability from Fn values ≥ 0.10. The best compromise
between over-damping and residual ripple is achieved with 0.010 ≤ Fn ≤ 0.025.
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These guidelines will help to get optimum results:

 Signals with higher SNR values make lower demands on the demodulator. Hence higher
values for Frequency offset tracking range, Baud rate capture range, and Baud rate
tracking range may be selected without impinging on the demodulator performance / results.

 Where the signal center frequency is precisely known, then lower values (≤ 0.05) for
Frequency offset tracking range may be selected.

 Where the signal baud rate is precisely known, then lower values (≤ 0.05) for Baud rate
capture range, and Baud rate tracking range may be selected.

 Where the demodulator is to operate on burst emissions where the burst center frequencies
are not identical (e.g. Carrier Sense Multiple Access -- CSMA), then the frequency tracking
window (Frequency offset tracking range) will have to be widened.

 When ‘zoning in’ on the SOI (e.g. during signal analysis), then higher values (e.g. 0.50) for
Frequency Offset Tracking Range and Baud rate capture range should be selected. As
the analysis results are refined, these values may be reduced to 0.05 or less.

 Where the baud rate is known with certainty, the Baud rate capture range may be
configured = 0. In this case, the baud rate estimator will set the estimated baud rate equal to
the user configured value for baud rate.

 Where the currently configured Frequency offset differs significantly from the center
frequency of the SOI, the preselector will remove (i.e. not include) elements of the SOI which
may be necessary for synchronizing the demodulator. The best results are obtained when the
signal of interest center frequency is set accurately. One aid to achieving this would be to
observe the scenario spectrum generated with an FFT of higher resolution.

Demodulator specifics:

 ASK2 & MTONE –
Where the centre frequency of the signal of interest has been well established, then a
Frequency offset tracking range value ≤ 0.10 is recommended. Under optimum conditions,
a value of ≤ 0.05 may be configured.

Where the baud rate of the signal of interest is known with a high level of confidence (e.g. a
value offered by the R&S Signal Classifier), a value ≤ 0.10 for the Baud rate tracking range
/ Tone duration capture range can be chosen; a good starting point would be 0.05.
Where the baud rate value is ‘roughly estimated’, then a larger value (e.g. 0.50) should be
chosen. Bear in mind that a larger deviation in the baud rate may mean that the demodulator
may fail to synchronize.

 McPSK –
Frequency offset tracking range determines the capture range; it has no influence on the
regulator convergence rate.
The Baud rate capture range has no influence on the regulator convergence rate.
The current baud rate, as calculated from the current signal, moment by moment, is applied
directly with regulation.
Rule-of-thumb: Use lower values (≤ 0.05) for Frequency offset tracking range and the
Baud rate capture range where the signal characteristics are known, or under inferior SNR
scenarios.
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 PSK –
Where the centre frequency of the signal of interest has been well established, then a
Frequency offset tracking range value ≤ 0.10 is recommended. Under optimum conditions,
a value of ≤ 0.05 may be configured.
The actual baud rate is determined solely from the incoming signal
Rule-of-thumb: Use lower values (≤ 0.05) for Frequency offset tracking range.

 FSK –
Where the centre frequency of the signal of interest has been well established, then a
Frequency offset tracking range value ≤ 0.10 is recommended. Under optimum conditions,
a value of ≤ 0.05 may be configured.
Baud rate capture range prescribes the regulation range used during baud rate estimation.
The values Baud rate capture range and Baud rate tracking range influence the regulator
convergence rate characteristics.

Some words on parameter range values.

The CA1xx Client GUI applications provide live help to guide users in choosing parameter values.

Hovering the mouse cursor over a parameter field will normally raise a ToolTip field, containing the
parameter value limits etc..
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4 Common demodulator parameters
All the universal demodulators use these parameters
Demodulator common parameters Description

Frequency offset Demodulator center frequency at which the demodulator is ‘tuned’.
This is expressed, and applied, as an offset to the center frequency contained
(embedded) in the IF signal data to which the demodulator is applied.
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5 Demodulators and their parameters

5.1 Demodulator – CW

Demodulator Description

CW The Continuous Wave (CW – single carrier) demodulator is used to move (transpose) a
bandwidth selection, from the radio frequency domain (inaudible) to the audio domain,
and thus make it perceptible to the human ear.
The resulting audio signal may be used for processing in legacy systems.
See Illustrating Continuous Wave (CW) demodulator configuration for a short
description.

Common parameters Description

Frequency offset See Frequency offset

Specific parameters Description

Audio sample rate The ‘quality’ of the audio signal produced by the CW demodulator.
Choose between: LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH
Higher sample rates offer more spectral nuances; low sample rates result in more
compact recordings.
Higher sample rates may be advantageous where the audio signal is to be subjected to
further processing.

Bandwidth This bandwidth, located around a center frequency at Frequency offset, of the spectral
component (of the IF signal data) which is to be made audible.
The value selected for Bandwidth should be > 0, and ≤ the bandwidth if the IF scenario
available to the demodulator.

BFO frequency The frequency in the audio domain to which the IF signal data, centered at Frequency
offset, and with a bandwidth of Bandwidth is to be transposed.
This frequency is chosen in the audio domain, enabling the operator to listen to the
signal of interest.
The CW demodulator will only operate correctly if the Beat Frequency Oscillator (BFO)
frequency is ≥ (Bandwidth / 2).
See Beat Frequency Oscillator (BFO) for further explanation.

Squelch enabled / Squelch level
[dBμV]

Use this to enable / disable squelch.
Audio output will be suppressed (silence emitted) if the signal of interest is below the
level offered.
Typically, this is used to suppress audio during breaks / interruptions in discontinuous
emissions, e.g. voice traffic.

Table 1: Demodulator – CW
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5.2 Demodulator – ASK2

Demodulator Description

ASK2 In ASK2, symbols are represented by a single carrier frequency, whose amplitude
is switched (shifted) between two distinct levels.
The ASK2 symbol mapping scheme is as follows:

 Carrier level-high has a symbol value of ‘1’
 Carrier level-low has a symbol value of ‘0’.

ON / OFF keying is a special case of ASK2.
 Carrier present (ON), or MARK, has a symbol value of 1
 Carrier absent (OFF), or SPACE, has a symbol value of 0

Common parameters Description

Frequency offset See Frequency offset

Specific parameters Description

Frequency offset tracking range See PLL used to track the center frequency
Range: 0.00… 1.00
0.00 selects minimum tracking range

Baud rate [Bd] The symbol rate expressed as BAUD.

Baud rate capture range See PLL used to track the symbol rate
Range: 0.00… 1.00
0.00 selects minimum capture range

Baud rate tracking range See PLL used to track the symbol rate
Range: 0.00… 1.00
0.00 selects minimum tracking range

Table 2: Demodulator – ASK2
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5.3 Demodulator – FSK2, FSK4, MSK

Demodulator Description

FSK2, FSK4, MSK Frequency Shift Keying for:
FSK2 -- M-ary (M = 2) Frequency Shift Keying
FSK4 -- M-ary (M = 4) Frequency Shift Keying
MSK -- Minimum Shift Keying -- modulation index = 0.50. See Minimum Shift
Keying - MSK.

Using FSK modulation, symbols are represented by consecutively transmitting
one from a finite number of frequencies.

In the case of FSK2 and MSK, two frequencies are used.

FSK4 uses four frequencies.

FSK2 and MSK offers two possible states (f1 or f2), thus yielding one bit per
transmitted symbol.
FSK4 offers four possible states (f1 or f2 or f3 or f4), thus yielding two bits per
transmitted symbol.
The FSK symbol mapping scheme is as follows:

 USB – The lowest transmitted frequency is assigned the symbol value
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‘0’; the next higher frequency is assigned the symbol value ‘1’. In FSK4,
this scheme continues, such that the highest transmitted frequency is
assigned the symbol with numeric value ‘3’.

 LSB – In this case, the scheme is the reverse of that for USB. Thus, in
this case, the lowest transmitted frequency is assigned the symbol with
numeric value ‘3’.

Common parameters Description

Frequency offset See Frequency offset

Specific parameters Description

Demodulator Choose between:
 MSK
 FSK2
 FSK4

Variant Choose between:
 Matched Filter / Discriminator – see FSK – discriminator / matched filter

methods
 AUTOmatic

Choosing this allows the demodulator to choose the optimum
demodulator operational method - based on the configured modulation
index (see Modulation index for FSK modulation).
If the modulation index ≥ 1, then the Matched Filter method is chosen.
If the modulation index < 1, then the Discriminator method is chosen.

Frequency offset tracking range See PLL used to track the center frequency
Range: 0.00… 1.00
0.00 selects minimum tracking range
See Choosing values for the parameters Frequency offset tracking range,
Baud rate capture range, and Baud rate tracking range

Baud rate [Bd] The symbol rate expressed as BAUD.

Baud rate capture range See PLL used to track the symbol rate
Range: 0.00… 1.00
0.00 selects minimum capture range
See Choosing values for the parameters Frequency offset tracking range,
Baud rate capture range, and Baud rate tracking range

Baud rate tracking range See PLL used to track the symbol rate
Range: 0.00… 1.00
0.00 selects minimum tracking range
See Choosing values for the parameters Frequency offset tracking range,
Baud rate capture range, and Baud rate tracking range

Shift [Hz] This is the frequency (spectral) ‘space’ between the ‘tones’ constituting the FSK
signal.

 In the case of FSK2, there are two tones, resulting in one ‘shift’ value.

 In the case of FSK4, there are four tones, resulting in three ‘shift’
values.
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 In the case of MSK, the shift is dictated by the baud rate (frequency
shift / baud rate = 0.50)

Block cycle [s] Block periodicity (simplex-ARQ signals). See ARQ transmissions.
Range: 0.00… 3.00

Block length [s] Block duration (simplex-ARQ signals). See ARQ transmissions.
Range: 0.00… 2.00

Sideband Use this to select the polarity of the symbol data derived by the demodulator.
Choose between:

 Upper – The symbols produced by the demodulator are of ‘normal’
polarity.

 Lower – This ‘mirrors’ the spectrum of the signal. As result, the polarity
of the symbols produced by the demodulator is inverted.
This would be especially relevant where the signal comes from a lower-
sideband transmission.

See Sidebands – USB / LSB

Primary modulation This is used where the FSK emission is ‘embedded’ (carried) within a signal that
has an additional analogue modulation method applied.
See Double modulated emissions
These options are available:

 Direct – the FSK signal does not have any supplementary (primary)
modulation

 AM – the FSK signal is double modulated; the primary modulation
method is Amplitude Modulation (AM)

 FM – the FSK signal is double modulated; the primary modulation
method is Frequency Modulation (FM)

Sub carrier [Hz] Configured only for signals with AM / FM primary modulation.
This specifies the displacement of the center-frequency of the FSK content, from
the center frequency (see Frequency offset) of the analog modulated (AM / FM)
signal.

Range: 0… 3000.
See Double modulated emissions.

Primary modulation bandwidth Configured only for signals with AM / FM primary modulation.
Configure the bandwidth to be used for the primary demodulator (AM or FM) from
a range of values offered.
Typically this lies in the range 8.5kHz to 25kHz.
See Double modulated emissions.

Table 3: Demodulator – FSK2, FSK4, MSK
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5.4 Demodulator – MTONE

Demodulator Description

MTONE Multitone emissions can be considered as examples of FSKm, where one of ‘m’
(typically between 6 and 64) tones is active at any one time.
Read more about Multitone emissions

Common parameters Description

Frequency offset See Frequency offset

Specific parameters Description

Frequency offset tracking range See PLL used to track the center frequency.
Range: 0.00… 1.00.
0.00 selects minimum tracking range
See Choosing values for the parameters Frequency offset tracking range,
Baud rate capture range, and Baud rate tracking range

Tone duration [ms] Analogous symbol rate; specifically ((1 / baud rate) * 1000).
Range: 0.20… 500.00.

Tone duration capture range Analogous to Baud rate capture range
See PLL used to track the symbol rate
Range: 0.00… 1.00
0.00 selects minimum capture range
See Choosing values for the parameters Frequency offset tracking range,
Baud rate capture range, and Baud rate tracking range

Tone duration tracking range Analogous to Baud rate tracking range
See PLL used to track the symbol rate
Range: 0.00… 1.00
0.00 selects minimum tracking range
See Choosing values for the parameters Frequency offset tracking range,
Baud rate capture range, and Baud rate tracking range

Tone count The number of tones used.
Read more about Multitone emissions.
Range: 6… 64.

Tone spacing [Hz] The spectral distance between each of the tones used.
The same spacing is used between all tones.
Range: 2.00… 10000.00.

Sideband Use this to select the polarity of the symbol data derived by the demodulator.
Choose between:
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 Upper – The symbols produced by the demodulator are of ‘normal’
polarity.

 Lower – This ‘mirrors’ the spectrum of the signal. As result, the polarity
of the symbols produced by the demodulator is inverted.
This would be especially relevant where the signal comes from a lower-
sideband transmission.
Read more about Multitone emissions

Table 4: Demodulator – MTONE

MTONE – Restrictions specific to the Rohde & Schwarz CA1xx applications.

The following applies for the MTONE demodulator implementation found in the Rohde & Schwarz
CA1xx system.

 (Tone count * Tone spacing [Hz]) < the IF sample rate

 (IF sample rate * (Tone duration [ms] / 1000)) < 2048
Said otherwise, (IF sample rate / baud rate) < 2048

 (Tone count / (Tone duration [ms] / 1000)) < 38400 Baud
Said otherwise, (Tone count * baud rate) < 38400 Baud
Values over 38400 may bring a decay in performance

 Baud rate (i.e 1 / (Tone duration [ms] / 1000)) range from 2 Baud (Tone duration [ms] =
500ms) to 5000 Baud (Tone duration [ms] = 0.2ms)

 1.00 ≤ (Tone spacing [Hz] * Baud rate) ≤ 2.00

5.5 Demodulator – F7W

Demodulator Description

F7W According to International Telecommunication Union (ITU) designation, F7W is:
 F -- Angle-modulated, straight FM
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 7 -- Two or more digital channels
 W -- Combinations of the above

F7W is referenced in the ITU standard ITU-R SM.1138.

For more details, see F7W

Common parameters Description

Frequency offset See Frequency offset

Specific parameters Description

Bitstream channel Determines from which of the channels the demodulated symbol data will be
forwarded to the selected TELETYPE decoder.
Choose between:

 AUTOmatic
The demodulator determines which of the 2 channels contains the
TELETYPE signal

 Channel A / Channel B – The user determines which of the 2 channels
contains the TELETYPE signal

The non-TELETYPE channel will be demodulated as MORSE.

Spacings [Hz] The spectral distance between each of the tones used.
F7W uses 4 tones, so 3 Spacings [Hz] values are required.

Baud rates [Bd] The channel symbol rates expressed as BAUD.
F7W offers 2 channels, so 2 Baud rate [Bd] values are required.

Table 5: Demodulator – F7W

5.6 Demodulator – PSK (2, 4, 8, A, B)

Demodulator Description

PSK (2, 4, 8, A, B) The Phase-Shift-Keying (PSK) modulation scheme conveys data by changing
(modulating) the phase of a carrier signal.
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Read more about PSK (2, 4, 8, A, B) modulation

Common parameters Description

Frequency offset See Frequency offset

Specific parameters Description

Demodulator Choose between:
 PSK2A
 PSK2B
 PSK4A
 PSK4B
 PSK8A
 PSK8B

Frequency offset tracking range See PLL used to track the center frequency
Range: 0.00… 1.00
0.00 selects minimum tracking range
See Choosing values for the parameters Frequency offset tracking range,
Baud rate capture range, and Baud rate tracking range

Baud rate [Bd] The symbol rate expressed as BAUD.

Baud rate capture range See PLL used to track the symbol rate
Range: 0.00… 1.00
0.00 selects minimum capture range
See Choosing values for the parameters Frequency offset tracking range,
Baud rate capture range, and Baud rate tracking range

Baud rate tracking range See PLL used to track the symbol rate
Range: 0.00… 1.00
0.00 selects minimum tracking range

Sideband Use this to select the polarity of the symbol data derived by the demodulator.
Choose between:

 Upper – The symbols produced by the demodulator are of ‘normal’
polarity.

 Lower – This ‘mirrors’ the spectrum of the signal. As result, the polarity
of the symbols produced by the demodulator is permutated.
This would be especially relevant where the signal comes from a lower-
sideband transmission.
Read more about Sidebands – USB / LSB

Read more about PSK (2, 4, 8, A, B) modulation

More useful references in Further reading

Equalizer Selecting On applies the Constant Modulus Algorithm (CMA) equalizer.
Read about the Constant Modulus Algorithm (CMA) equalizer

FFE order The filter order applied when calculating the Constant Modulus Algorithm.

Range: 1… 48.

At baud rates < 200 Baud, the symbol duration is so long, that the influence of
channel influences (e.g. reflections) is minimal, and can largely be ignored. In this
case the equalizer can be disabled.

For transmissions in the range 200 24999 BAUD, the FFE order should be
chosen as follows:

FFE order use in Baud range
5 200 -- 1439
6 1440 -- 2679
7 2680 -- 3919
8 3920 -- 5159
9 5160 -- 6399
10 6400 -- 7639
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11 7640 – 8879
12 8800 -- 10119
13 10120 – 11359
14 11360 -- 12599
15 12600 -- 13839
15 13840 -- 15079
16 15080 -- 16319
18 16320 -- 17559
19 17560 -- 18799
20 18800 – 20039
21 20040 -- 21279
22 21280 -- 22519
23 22520 -- 23759
24 23760 -- 24999

From 25000 Baud, the best practice value of 25 should be configured.
FFE convergence factor This value influences the rate of response to changes in the channel

characteristics.
Range: 0.000… 1.000 (steps of 0.001)
Higher values may introduce instability such that the filter will not converge when
the signal is disturbed.
Lower values will reduce the filter response rate; this may mean that sudden
changes to the signal (introduced by influences from the channel) will cause sub-
optimum symbol decisions.
The best practice value of 0.010 should be configured.

Table 6: Demodulator – PSK (2, 4, 8, A, B)
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5.7 Demodulator – McFSK

Demodulator Description

McFSK The Multiple channel Frequency-Shift-Keying (McFSK) modulation scheme
conveys data by changing (shifting) the carrier frequency (between 2 states, i.e.
FSK2) of a number of carrier signals.
All of the carriers (channels) are active (live) at any one time.
The symbol decision (time)points are the same for all channels, and all channels
use the same baud rate.

Common parameters Description

Frequency offset See Frequency offset

Specific parameters Description

Variant Choose between:
 Matched Filter / Discriminator – see FSK – discriminator / matched filter

methods
 AUTOmatic

Choosing this allows the demodulator to choose the optimum
demodulator operational method - based on the configured modulation
index (see Modulation index for FSK modulation).
If the modulation index ≥ 1, then the Matched Filter method is chosen.
If the modulation index < 1, then the Discriminator method is chosen.

Frequency offset tracking range See PLL used to track the center frequency
Range: 0.00… 1.00
0.00 selects minimum tracking range
See Choosing values for the parameters Frequency offset tracking range,
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Baud rate capture range, and Baud rate tracking range

Baud rate [Bd] The symbol rate for one channel, expressed as BAUD.
All the channels operate at the same symbol rate.

Baud rate capture range See PLL used to track the symbol rate
Range: 0.00… 1.00
0.00 selects minimum capture range
See Choosing values for the parameters Frequency offset tracking range,
Baud rate capture range, and Baud rate tracking range

Baud rate tracking range See PLL used to track the symbol rate
Range: 0.00… 1.00
0.00 selects minimum tracking range
See Choosing values for the parameters Frequency offset tracking range,
Baud rate capture range, and Baud rate tracking range

Shift [Hz] This is the frequency ‘space’ between the ‘tones’ constituting each FSK signal.

Sideband Use this to select the polarity of the symbol data derived by the demodulator.
Choose between:

 Upper – The symbols produced by the demodulator are of ‘normal’
polarity.

 Lower – This ‘mirrors’ the spectrum of the signal. As result, the polarity
of the symbols produced by the demodulator is inverted.
This would be especially relevant where the signal comes from a lower-
sideband transmission.

Regardless of which sideband is selected, the demodulator first emits the symbol
from the channel of lowest frequency, followed by the symbol from the channel of
next higher frequency. This repeats until the symbols of all channels have been
emitted, when the process begins again.

Visualization channel Select the channel for which demodulation ‘tuning’ visualization data (i.e. Eye
diagram data) is to be produced by the demodulator.
Range: 1… The number of channels (see Channel count)

Channel count The number of FSK channels.
Range: 2… 64

Channel spacing The spectral distance between the center frequencies of each of the FSK
channels.
The distance between neighboring channels is specified individually; thus
(Channel count – 1) values for Channel spacing must be specified.

Table 7: Demodulator – McFSK

McFSK – Restrictions

The following applies for the McFSK demodulator implementation found in the Rohde & Schwarz
CA1xx system.

 Baud rate [Bd] range from 4 to 1000 Baud

 ( (ΣChannel spacing values) + Shift [Hz] ) < IF sample rate

 (IF sample rate / Baud rate [Bd]) < 8112
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 Channel count range from 2 to 64 channels

 Channel spacing range from 10 Hz to 1000 Hz

 Channel spacing ≥ ( (1.2 * Baud rate [Bd]) + Shift [Hz])

 2 Hz ≤ Shift [Hz] ≤ 1000 Hz

 0.5 ≤ (Shift [Hz] / Baud rate [Bd]) ≤ 4.0

5.8 Demodulator – McPSK (2, 4, A, B)

Demodulator Description

McPSK (2, 4, A, B) The Multiple channel Phase-Shift-Keying (McPSK) modulation scheme conveys
data by changing (modulating) the phase of a number of carrier signals, each of
which is active (live) at any one time. The symbol decision (time)points are the
same for all channels, and all channels use the same baud rate.
By using multiple PSK channels, McPSK lowers the effective symbol rate per
channel. This removes the requirement for an equalizer.
This contrasts with the PSK (2, 4, 8, A, B) demodulator, which does require an
equalizer.

Common parameters Description

Frequency offset See Frequency offset
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Specific parameters Description

Demodulator Choose between:
 MPSK2A
 MPSK2B
 MPSK4A
 MPSK4B

Frequency offset tracking range See PLL used to track the center frequency
Range: 0.00… 1.00
0.00 selects minimum tracking range
See Choosing values for the parameters Frequency offset tracking range,
Baud rate capture range, and Baud rate tracking range

Baud rate [Bd] The symbol rate for one channel, expressed as BAUD.
All the channels operate at the same symbol rate.

Baud rate capture range See PLL used to track the symbol rate
Range: 0.00… 1.00
0.00 selects minimum capture range
See Choosing values for the parameters Frequency offset tracking range,
Baud rate capture range, and Baud rate tracking range

Baud rate tracking range See PLL used to track the symbol rate
Range: 0.00… 1.00
0.00 selects minimum tracking range
See Choosing values for the parameters Frequency offset tracking range,
Baud rate capture range, and Baud rate tracking range

Sideband Use this to select the polarity of the symbol data derived by the demodulator.
Choose between:

 Upper – The symbols produced by the demodulator are of ‘normal’
polarity.

 Lower – This ‘mirrors’ the spectrum of the signal. As result, the polarity
of the symbols produced by the demodulator is permutated.
This would be especially relevant where the signal comes from a lower-
sideband transmission.

Regardless of which sideband is selected, the demodulator first emits the symbol
from the channel of lowest frequency, followed by the symbol from the channel of
next higher frequency. This repeats until the symbols of all channels have been
emitted, when the process begins again.

Channel count The number of PSK channels used.

Channel spacing The spectral distance between the center frequencies of each of the PSK
channels.
The distance between neighboring channels is specified individually; thus
(Channel count – 1) values for Channel spacing must be specified.

Table 8: Demodulator – McPSK (2, 4, A, B)
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McPSK (2, 4, A, B) – Restrictions

The following rules apply to the McPSK (2, 4, A, B) demodulator implementation found in the
Rohde & Schwarz CA1xx system.

 Baud rate [Bd] range from 4 to 240 Baud

 Channel count range from 2 to 64 channels

 Channel spacing range from 10 Hz to 1000 Hz

 1.12 ≤ ratio_m ≤ 3.0

where the ratio_m is calculated as:
countChannelrateBaud

ispacingChannel
m

countChannel

i

*

][
1

0






 Sum of all channel spacings: HzispacingChannel
countChannel

i
8200][

1

0















 (Channel count * Baud rate [Bd]) ≤ 4800 Baud

 (IF sample rate / Baud rate [Bd]) ≤ 5726

5.9 Demodulator – OQPSK

Demodulator Description

OQPSK The Offset Quadrature Phase-Shift-Keying (OQPSK – sometimes referred to as
Staggered QPSK) modulation scheme conveys data by changes in signal phase,
where each phase change is a maximum of 90° (phase quadrature). Thus the I-
component and the Q-component never change at the same time point.
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This reduces the signal bandwidth requirements (the energy envelope never goes
through the origin (i.e. not through 0; in contrast to QPSK), and thus improves the
SNR, and thereby improves the bit-error rate.

Common parameters Description

Frequency offset See Frequency offset

Specific parameters Description

Frequency offset tracking range See PLL used to track the center frequency
Range: 0.00… 1.00
0.00 selects minimum tracking range
See Choosing values for the parameters Frequency offset tracking range,
Baud rate capture range, and Baud rate tracking range

Baud rate [Bd] The symbol rate, expressed as BAUD.

Baud rate capture range See PLL used to track the symbol rate
Range: 0.00… 1.00
0.00 selects minimum capture range
See Choosing values for the parameters Frequency offset tracking range,
Baud rate capture range, and Baud rate tracking range

Baud rate tracking range See PLL used to track the symbol rate
Range: 0.00… 1.00
0.00 selects minimum tracking range
See Choosing values for the parameters Frequency offset tracking range,
Baud rate capture range, and Baud rate tracking range

Sideband Use this to select the polarity of the symbol data derived by the demodulator.
Choose between:

 Upper – The symbols produced by the demodulator are of ‘normal’
polarity.

 Lower – This ‘mirrors’ the spectrum of the signal. As result, the polarity
of the symbols produced by the demodulator is inverted.
This would be especially relevant where the signal comes from a lower-
sideband transmission.

Table 9: Demodulator – Offset Quadrature Phase-Shift-Keying (OQPSK)
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OQPSK – Sideband / symbol mapping

The OQPSK demodulator implementation found in the Rohde & Schwarz CA1xx system uses symbol
mapping as follows.

The (optimum)
detected phase

offset

Assigned symbol value.
Sideband - Upper

Assigned symbol value.
Sideband - Lower

0° 0 (dibits 00) 0 (dibits 00)

90° 1 (dibits 01) 2 (dibits 10)

180° 3 (dibits 11) 3 (dibits 11)

270° 2 (dibits 10) 1 (dibits 01)

5.10 Demodulator – QAM

Demodulator Description

QAM In Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) modulation, data are conveyed
(modulated) by changing (keying) the amplitudes (ASK) of two carrier sinusoids,
which differ in phase by 90° (in quadrature). The sum of the amplitude modulated
carriers can be equivalently viewed as both amplitude modulating and phase
modulating a single carrier. QAM signals are considered as being especially
spectrally efficient; the limiting factors are the noise level and linearity of the
communications channel.
QAM16 (16 states; 4 bits / symbol) is frequently used for radio communications.
QAM64 & QAM256 are often found in cable-bound communication.
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Common parameters Description

Frequency offset See Frequency offset

Specific parameters Description

Demodulator The QAM order.
Choose between QAM16, QAM64, QAM256.

RRC roll-off factor Root-Raised-Cosine filter configuration.
At best, the RRC filter configuration should match that applied at the transmitter.
Range: 0.00… 1.00
0.00 selects the ‘steepest’ roll-off (i.e. the steepness of the filter transition function
between passband and stopband).
1.00 selects the ‘flattest’ roll-off.
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Frequency offset tracking range See PLL used to track the center frequency
Range: 0.00… 1.00
0.00 selects minimum tracking range
See Choosing values for the parameters Frequency offset tracking range,
Baud rate capture range, and Baud rate tracking range

Baud rate [Bd] The symbol rate, expressed as BAUD.

Baud rate capture range See PLL used to track the symbol rate
Range: 0.00… 1.00
0.00 selects minimum capture range
See Choosing values for the parameters Frequency offset tracking range,
Baud rate capture range, and Baud rate tracking range

Baud rate tracking range See PLL used to track the symbol rate
Range: 0.00… 1.00
0.00 selects minimum tracking range
See Choosing values for the parameters Frequency offset tracking range,
Baud rate capture range, and Baud rate tracking range

Sideband Use this to select the polarity of the symbol data derived by the demodulator.
Choose between:

 Upper – The symbols produced by the demodulator are of ‘normal’
polarity.

 Lower – This ‘mirrors’ the spectrum of the signal. As result, the polarity
of the symbols produced by the demodulator is permutated.
This would be especially relevant where the signal comes from a lower-
sideband transmission.

More useful references in Further reading

Table 10: Demodulator – Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM)

QAM – Restrictions

The following rules apply to the QAM demodulator implementation found in the Rohde & Schwarz
CA1xx system.

 5 < (IF sample rate / Baud rate [Bd]) < 1024

 Due to phase ambiguity, there are 4 interpretations for each symbol. This adds complexity to
the decoding process; successful synchronization can only be achieved where inference is
derived from the data. This makes the significant demands on the capabilities of the decoder.
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6 General information
This chapter offers specific information to the themes / terminology raised in describing the
Universal Demodulators in this application note.
Each description is intended to inform, and also to encourage the reader to seek further, more
detailed, information in the published technical literature.

6.1 BAUD

BAUD

The number of signaling elements that occur per second.
The term is named after J.M.Émile Baudot (1845 – 1903), the inventor of the Baudot telegraph code.

In this document, the terms Baud Rate and Symbol Rate are used interchangeably.

6.2 Sidebands – USB / LSB

Sidebands – USB / LSB

When a carrier is modulated (e.g. amplitude modulated), the resulting signal contains energy at the
carrier frequency, as well as artifacts at frequencies higher and lower than the carrier.

These artifacts are called sidebands.

The term upper sideband is used to refer to the artifacts at frequencies higher than the carrier.
Similarly, those artifacts at frequencies lower than the carrier are referred to as the lower sideband.

The sidebands result from the modulation process, where the carrier is mixed (multiplied) with the
signal to be modulated. The upper sideband represents the component (F-carrier + F-modulation).
The lower sideband represents the component (F-carrier - F-modulation).
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The total bandwidth occupied by the modulated signal is 2 * Fmax-modulation (i.e. the bandwidth of
the modulating signal).

In amplitude modulated (AM) transmissions, single-sideband modulation (SSB) avoids the doubling
requirement for transmission. This brings significant energy savings for the transmitter, at the
expense of transmitter, and receiver, complexity and cost.

SSB transmissions may use the lower sideband (LSB) or the upper sideband (USB).

It is also possible to find double sideband (DSB) transmissions, where the sidebands contain different
content (i.e. one sideband is not a vestigial of the other). This transmission mode is referred to as
independent sideband modulation (ISB). Using an ISB demodulator (selected in the Audio
configuration), ISB sidebands may be extracted independently. They may contain, for example,
stereophonic audio.

The Modulation types USB or LSB may be selected in the Audio demodulation configuration panel.

The spectral range for demodulation is defined by the values for Frequency offset and Bandwidth.

In the case of upper sideband (USB) the spectral range for demodulation lies between Frequency
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offset and (Frequency offset + Bandwidth).

In the case of lower sideband (LSB) the spectral range for demodulation lies between Frequency
offset and (Frequency offset - Bandwidth).

6.3 Modulation index for FSK modulation

Modulation index for FSK modulation

This is defined as Frequency Shift / Baud Rate.

6.4 FSK – discriminator / matched filter methods

FSK – discriminator / matched filter methods

The idealized FSK spectrum rarely reflects the receiver conditions.
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Frequently, the received signal suffers interference, or fading.
In the FSK2 in-band interference illustration, the interference will be seen in this case as the ‘stronger’
signal. This will falsify the results when discriminating the FSK ‘tones’.
In the FSK2 fading illustration, ‘mark’ symbols will be corrupted by the (stronger) interference.
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Frequency

FSK signal spectrum, showing in-band and out-of-band interference

In-band interference

FM detector input band-pass filterOut-of-band interference

F – space F – mark
Frequency

FSK signal spectrum, showing in-band and selective fading

In-band interference

The matched filter method applies a separate (averaging) filter to each of the FSK ‘tones’. The results
from each of the ‘filtered tones’ (present / not-present) are processed, and a decision is made on
which symbol is currently being detected.
As the modulation index (shift / symbol rate) decreases, heavier demands are placed on the matched
filters; it becomes ever more difficult to discriminate the spectral energy of the individual FSK tones as
the profiles of the matched filters overlap. The matched filter method is no longer suitable for signals
with a modulation index < 1.00.
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Frequency

Simplified demodulation spectrum for filter type FSK demodulators

F – space

The discriminator method uses FM demodulation methods to discriminate which symbol is current.
This is the superior method where the FSK modulation index is 1.00 or less, i.e. where the ‘space’
between the FSK ‘tones’ becomes too small (tendency towards overlap) to be able to filter each tone
individually. On the other hand, the discriminator method exhibits a lower immunity to in-band
interference.
The discriminator method may of course be applied to FSK emissions where the modulation index is
> 1.00, but in the absence of interference.
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6.5 ARQ transmissions

ARQ transmissions

ARQ (Automatic repeat request) signals are transmitted as a series ‘bursts’ containing the information
to be transmitted.

Between the information bursts, there is a time where the transmitting station (Information Sending
Station – ISS) goes off air. In this off-air time, the receiving station (Information Receiving Station –
IRS) has the opportunity to transmit (often at another frequency) to the ISS, indicating status (e.g.
ACK / NACK) about the reception of the preceding data burst.

This burst-pause pattern is repeated consistently at regular intervals.

The duration of the burst is described as Block length [s].

The repetition time between the beginning of information bursts is described as Block cycle [s].

Thus it is clear that the Block length [s] is always shorter than the Block cycle [s].

SI-TOR is a commercially available example of ARQ.

6.6 Double modulated emissions

Double modulated emissions

A low-priced digital transmission system may be implemented from consumer electronics, and simple
off-the-shelf software.

Using a basic personal computer equipped with basic software, it is possible to generate an audio
domain signal containing a low-baud rate FSK or PSK signal. Thus it is possible, for example to turn
text into a digital signal. This analog signal is however not suitable for radio transmission.

Using a simple walkie-talkie connected to the personal computer audio output, the ‘digitized’ audio
FSK / PSK signal may be modulated and transmitted. In that case the transmitted signal is amplitude
modulated (AM) or frequency modulated (FM).
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The transmitted analog modulated signal may be received by a walkie-talkie receiver similar to the
transmitter device, where it is demodulated to an audio frequency FSK / PSK signal. This audio signal
is then passed to the audio input port of a personal computer configured with ‘freeware’ signal
processing software. Using this platform, the FSK / PSK ‘audio’ signal is demodulated, and may be
decoded to reproduce the original message.

The FSK / PSK content of such ‘double modulated’ signals may be recovered by stripping away the
primary modulation (AM / FM). The contained FSK / PSK signal may then be demodulated with a
suitably configured digital demodulator.

The bandwidth of the primary (analog) modulated signal must be wide enough to contain the
bandwidth of the digital signal which it carries. Typically, the bandwidth of the primary signal lies in
the range 15kHz to 25 kHz.

6.7 Minimum Shift Keying – MSK

Minimum Shift Keying - MSK

Minimum Shift Keying modulation is a special case of Frequency Shift Keying modulation.

The space between the adjacent MSK frequencies is dictated by the symbol rate as follows:

frequency shift / baud rate == 0.50

MSK offers significant advantages in its spectral requirements. As the symbol-frequency changes
occur at the carrier zero crossing points, there are no phase discontinuities. This is because of the
unique MSK feature, where the frequency difference between the logical one and logical zero states
is always equal to half the data rate (frequency shift / baud rate == 0.50).

MSK phase change is linear, and limited to ± ( / 2) over one bit interval.
The linear phase change reduces the power density of the spectral side lobes. This in turn minimizes
interference with adjacent channels, allowing for improved (higher) channel density.

6.8 Multitone emissions

Multitone emissions

MULTITONE emissions are classed as higher order Frequency Shift Keying (FSK).
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Typically, between 6 and 64 tones are used, where only one tone is active at any one time. This
discriminates from multi channel FSK, where more than one FSK emission (typically FSK2,
constituting a ‘channel’) is bundled together to make up an emission.

A ‘symbol’ is represented by the presence of one of the tones present for one (symbol-rate
dependent) period.

The number of possible symbols is represented by the number of tones used.

Values are assigned to the tones used, as follows.
Where the emission is demodulated using the configured parameter Sideband - Upper, then the tone
of lowest frequency is assigned the symbol value ‘0’. The tone of next higher frequency is assigned
the symbol value ‘1’. This pattern proceeds to the tone of highest frequency, which is assigned the
symbol value (number_of_tones_used – 1).
Where the emission is demodulated using the configured parameter Sideband - Lower, then the
opposite applies. The tone of highest frequency is assigned the symbol value ‘0’. The tone of lowest
frequency, which is assigned the symbol value (number_of_tones_used – 1).

Examples of multi-tone emissions in the HF domain are PICCOLO (6 or 12 tones), COQUELET (8 or
13 tones), and ALE (MIL-STD 188-141A – 8 tones).

6.9 PSK (2, 4, 8, A, B) modulation

PSK (2, 4, 8, A, B) modulation

The Phase-Shift-Keying (PSK) modulation scheme conveys data by changing (modulating) the phase
of a carrier signal. The symbolic information is contained in the phase changes, i.e. the phase
differential between the signal for one symbol, and that for the preceding symbol. This is commonly
referred to as differential demodulation.

Each PSK scheme offers a discrete number of possible (allowed) phase change values. Schemes
with more possible phase change values offer more bits per symbol.
Thus the PSK4 (alias Quaternary PSK or QPSK) scheme (4 possible phase change values, 0°, 90°,
180° and 270°) offers 2 bits per symbol, compared to the PSK2 (alias Binary PSK or BPSK) scheme
(2 possible phase change values, 0°, and 180°) which offers 1 bit per symbol. In a similar vein, the
PSK8 scheme offers 3 bits per symbol.

The schemes PSK2, PSK4, and PSK8 are used in two variants, A and B; these are commonly
referred to as PSK2B (alias π/2 BPSK), and PSK4B (alias π/4 QPSK).
The B variants differ in as much as each data clock point is marked by a phase change, even if the
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transmitted datum remains unchanged. This offers several advantages, e.g. re-creating the
transmission clock (cf. symbol clock) is simplified and more accurate, and the transmitted power
spectrum remains largely constant, thus the transmitter amplifier is operating in its optimum (linear)
range.

The A variant for PSK2 (PSK2A) shows phase offsets of 180° between symbols.

The B variant for PSK2 (PSK2B - alias π/2 BPSK) shows an additional 90° (π / 2) offset for each
symbol.

The A variant for PSK4 (PSK4A) shows phase offsets of 90° between symbols.

The B variant for PSK4 (PSK4B - alias π/4 QPSK) shows an additional 45° (π / 4) offset for each
symbol.
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The A variant for PSK8 (PSK8A) shows phase offsets of 45° between symbols.

The B variant for PSK8 (PSK8B) shows an additional 22.5° (π / 8) offset for each symbol.

PSK2A symbols are assigned the following values:

The (optimum) detected phase offset Assigned symbol value

0° 0

180° 1

The symbol evaluation for PSK2A is not influenced by the selected sideband (Upper / Lower)

According to ITU-T V26bis, PSK2B symbols are assigned the following values:

The (optimum)
detected phase

offset

Assigned symbol value.
Sideband - Upper

Assigned symbol value.
Sideband - Lower
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90° 0 1

270° 1 0

NOTE: If the opposite (demodulator) Sideband is selected to that selected at the transmitter, then the
bit values output by the demodulator will be inverted!

According to ITU-T V26, PSK4A symbols are assigned the following values:

The (optimum)
detected phase

offset

Assigned symbol value.
Sideband - Upper

Assigned symbol value.
Sideband - Lower

0° 0 (dibits 00) 0 (dibits 00)

90° 1 (dibits 01) 2 (dibits 10)

180° 3 (dibits 11) 3 (dibits 11)

270° 2 (dibits 10) 1 (dibits 01)

NOTE: If the opposite (demodulator) Sideband is selected to that selected at the transmitter, then
symbols ‘1’ and ‘2’ will be exchanged!

According to ITU-T V26, PSK4B symbols are assigned the following values:

The (optimum)
detected phase

offset

Assigned symbol value.
Sideband - Upper

Assigned symbol value.
Sideband - Lower

45° 0 (dibits 00) 2 (dibits 10)

135° 1 (dibits 01) 3 (dibits 11)

225° 3 (dibits 11) 1 (dibits 01)

315° 2 (dibits 10) 0 (dibits 00)

NOTES:
If the opposite (demodulator) sideband is selected to that selected at the transmitter, then symbols
will be permutated as follows -- (0, 1. 3, 2) (2, 3, 1, 0).
In that case the following symbols will be demodulated:
 Symbol value 0 will be demodulated instead of symbol value 2
 Symbol value 1 will be demodulated instead of symbol value 3
 Symbol value 2 will be demodulated instead of symbol value 0
 Symbol value 3 will be demodulated instead of symbol value 1
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In accordance to ITU-T V26, the symbol bit values in the tables above are ‘read’ from left-to-right.
That means that left-hand bit will be first inserted into the decoder input data stream before the right-
hand bit. Not all coding devices are ITU conform.
Where symbols produced by the demodulator are to be decoded, then non-conform coding and
sideband sourced symbol permutation must be anticipated. This requires that all variants are covered
when attempting to synchronize the decoder.

PSK8A symbols are assigned the following values:

The (optimum)
detected phase

offset

Assigned symbol value.
Sideband - Upper

Assigned symbol value.
Sideband - Lower

0° 0 (tribits 000) 0 (tribits 000)

45° 1 (tribits 001) 5 (tribits 101)

90° 3 (tribits 011) 4 (tribits 100)

135° 2 (tribits 010) 6 (tribits 110)

180° 7 (tribits 111) 7 (tribits 111)

225° 6 (tribits 110) 2 (tribits 010)

270° 4 (tribits 100) 3 (tribits 011)

315° 5 (tribits 101) 1 (tribits 001)

PSK8B symbols are assigned the following values:

The (optimum)
detected phase

offset

Assigned symbol value.
Sideband - Upper

Assigned symbol value.
Sideband - Lower

22.5° 0 (tribits 000) 5 (tribits 101)

67.5° 1 (tribits 001) 4 (tribits 100)

112.5° 3 (tribits 011) 6 (tribits 110)

157.5° 2 (tribits 010) 7 (tribits 111)

202.5° 7 (tribits 111) 2 (tribits 010)
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247.5° 6 (tribits 110) 3 (tribits 011)

292.5° 4 (tribits 100) 1 (tribits 001)

337.5° 5 (tribits 101) 0 (tribits 000)

NOTES:
If the opposite (demodulator) sideband is selected to that selected at the transmitter, then symbols
will be permutated as follows -- (0, 1. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) (5, 4, 7, 6, 1, 0, 3, 2).

The symbol bit values in the tables above are ‘read’ from left-to-right. That means that left-hand bit
will be first inserted into the decoder input data stream before the right-hand bit.

6.10 Constant Modulus Algorithm equalizer

Constant Modulus Algorithm (CMA) equalizer

The goal of an equalizer is to reduce the influence of inter-symbol interference, and optimise the
symbol decision points, i.e. reduce the symbol ambiguity and maximize the symbol decision quality.
The Constant Modulus Algorithm is termed a ‘blind’ equalizer, i.e. it processes the signal without
specific details about the transmitted signal (e.g. a reference signal), or the transmitted data. The only
a priori knowledge applied by the CMA algorithm is that the signal is of constant envelope (e.g. PSK
modulated signals). Lack of prior knowledge about the data transmitted means that the CMA
equalizer does not benefit from synchronization sequences, e.g. training sequences. Because the
filter does not incorporate information about the transmitted data, signals with inferior signal-to-noise
values will not benefit from CMA equalization, but rather the demodulation quality may be reduced,
and more erroneous symbol decisions will be introduced.
The CMA equalizer uses Feed Forward Equalization (FFE) methods. Here the corrected (or
equalized) signal level for the current symbol is derived using the signal levels the n previous
symbols, together with the signal level at the current symbol position. The algorithm only operates on
the signal data; it does not incorporate the symbol values derived from the preceding data.
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6.11 Eye diagram
Eye diagram

The eye diagram (also known as the eye pattern) is derived from a traditional representation using an
oscilloscope.
A digital data signal is sampled repetitively and applied to the display vertical deflector input.
Simultaneously, the data rate is used to trigger the horizontal deflector. The term eye is used
because, for FSK signals, the display pattern looks like a series of 'eyes' located between a pair of
horizontally running rails.
Several system performance qualities can be viewed with this display, e.g. signals are too long, too
short, poorly synchronized with the system clock, too high, too low, too noisy, too slow to change, or
have too much under- / over-shoot.
An open eye pattern indicates minimal signal distortion. Distortion of the signal waveform (e.g. inter-
symbol interference or noise) causes the 'eyes' to close.
Summarized:

 Eye opening (height, peak to peak), measure of the additive noise in the signal

 Eye overshoot / undershoot, measure of the peak distortion

 Eye width, measure of timing synchronization & jitter effects
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Reading an eye diagram may reveal:

 Jitter is a measure of signal quality and is defined as the measure of variance in
signal characteristics.
A zero jitter measurement indicates that the signal transition occurs at exactly the
same point in time for each transition.
The wide superimposed transitions in the eye pattern diagram is the result of high
jitter associated with the signals, implying that the signals are not consistently
transitioning at the required time.
Small eye width implies a large variance in signal transition time (jitter).

 Transition Time is the state change time.
Transition time can be interpreted from the ‘slope’ of the state changes in the eye
diagram.
A 90° (vertical) slope implies a instantaneous rise and fall time.
In reality, however, there is a measurable (non zero) transition time between signal
states. The closer the state change ‘slope’ is to 90 degrees (i.e. transition time
approaches 0 seconds), the higher the symbol state determination confidence in the
demodulator.

6.12 MORSE

MORSE

MORSE is a coding / signaling method of transmitting textual information.

MORSE code was introduced by the portrait painter Samuel Finley Breese Morse (1791-1872). His
first telegraph transmission (‘What hath God wrought’) took place between Washington and Baltimore
in 1844.

MORSE is frequently implemented as a series of signaling on-off elements, which may be coded and
decoded directly by a skilled operator without the requirement for special equipment.

Two signaling elements are used, one of longer duration (ideally 3 times longer) than the other. The
shorter element is commonly referred to as a dit; the longer element is commonly referred to as a
dah. Elements are separated by a pause (silence) which is (ideally) the same duration as a single dit.
Successive characters in a word are separated by a pause (silence) which is (ideally) the same
duration as a dah. Words are separated by a pause (silence) which is (ideally) the same duration as 7
dit elements.
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The International Morse Code describes coding for the roman alphabet, arabic numerals, and a
limited set of punctuation / procedural characters. The character coding uses a scheme that is
optimized for coding efficiency, where the length of each character is approximately inversely
proportional to its frequency of occurrence in the English language. For example, the (most common)
letter E has the shortest code, a single dit.

Because of the variable coding nature of MORSE, the baud rate is commonly measured using
standard character strings, typically either the words PARIS or CODEX.

6.13 TELETYPE

TELETYPE

TELETYPE (alias Baudot-Murray code) is used to transmit character sequences encoded using the
International Telegraphy Alphabet No. 2 (ITA2) coding scheme.

Each character contains a sequence of 5 elements (bits) which are contained between
synchronization patterns indicating character-start and character-stop. Characters sets may be
switched between letters and figures by inserting special shift characters.

TELETYPE transmissions are frequently associated with the FSK modulation method.

6.14 F7W

F7W

F7W comprises 4 tones (frequencies). When the spectrum is observed it may look like FSK4.

F7W offers 2 independent asynchronous channels. The content of each of the channels may be
MORSE or TELETYPE.

Where the content of both channels is the same (i.e. both are MORSE or both are TELETYPE), only
one of the channels will be demodulated / decoded.

The F7W example below shows the FSK2 and MORSE concurrently active.

This picture highlights the 4 tones used. For reference purposes, these are named (counting from the
bottom) tones #1, #2, #3, and #4.
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The FSK2 channel is occupying tones #1 and #2 for one symbol value, and tones #3 and #4 for the
other symbol value.
NOTE: In this example, the FSK2 shift represents the maximum possible, and the MORSE shift the
minimum possible, for F7W.

This picture shows the FSK2 channel only, the MORSE channel has been removed for illustrative
purposes. The RED section represents tones #3 and #4. The BLUE section represents tones #1 and
#2.

This picture highlights the MORSE channel. The MORSE data is represented by the shift in the
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center frequency of the FSK2 channel.
The MORSE channel is occupying tones #1 and #3 for one symbol value, and tones #2 and #4 for the
other symbol value.
The FSK2 channel is occupying tones #1 and #2 for one symbol value, and tones, and tones #3 and
#4 for the other symbol value.

6.15 Beat Frequency Oscillator (BFO)

Beat Frequency Oscillator (BFO)

This is best explained using an example.

Take a receiver is tuned to a Continuous Wave (CW - MORSE) signal, and let us assume the
intermediate frequency (i.e. that ‘standard’ frequency to which, within the receiver, the signal at the
tuned frequency is shifted) 45,000Hz. That means the dits and dahs of the MORSE signal,
represented by shorter and longer carrier emissions, are converted to pulses of the 45kHz IF
frequency. This is not audible!

To make the MORSE dits and dahs audible, they need to be placed in the audio domain, at best in
the range 500Hz to 3.5kHz. For this example, we will choose an arbitrary frequency of 1kHz. That
means that the signal at the IF frequency (in this example, 45kHz) has to be shifted by 44kHz.

Multiplying (‘mixing’) the signal at the IF frequency (in this example, 45kHz) by the shift frequency
(44kHz) results in a signal with components at (IF_frequency – shift_frequency) and at (IF_frequency
+ shift_frequency). Using the example values, the resulting signal contains a component at (45kHz –
44kHz) and at (45kHz + 44kHz), or 1kHz and 89kHz. This signal is commonly called the Beat
Frequency. The component at 1kHz represents the original MORSE dits and dahs, now transposed to
the audio domain.

In legacy (analog) systems, resulting signal is simply passed to a headphone / loudspeaker. These
devices respond only to frequencies in the audio domain, and so the component at 89kHz would
simply be filtered out (discarded), leaving only the component (MORSE dits and dahs) at 1kHz. In the
CW demodulator, the signal is conditioned by applying a ‘software’ low pass filter, leaving the audio
range component (in this example at 1kHz). This is then re-sampled to suit the operators
requirements.
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6.16 Illustrating Continuous Wave (CW) demodulator
configuration

Illustrating Continuous Wave (CW) demodulator configuration

The illustrations below show a scenario containing a MORSE emission located at an offset (CW
demodulator parameter Frequency offset) of 6kHz from the center frequency of the scenario
(10.7MHz).

The CW demodulator is configured such that a 2kHz wide segment of the scenario is extracted. The
extracted scenario is transposed, such that the center frequency of the segment is located at 0Hz.

The extracted scenario is then mixed with the configured BFO frequency of 1500Hz. Thus the center
frequency of the segment now lies at 1.5kHz.

The spectrum of the BFO signal is seen in the illustration below. Note that the extracted segment is
located symmetrically around the BFO frequency, but does not ‘fill’ the entire range (BFO frequency *
2).
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